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Abstract 

Underwater vehicles are being emphasized as highly integrated and intelligent devices for a significant number of 
oceanic operations. However, their precise operation is usually hindered by disturbances from a tether or manipulator 
because their propellers are unable to realize a stable suspension. A dynamic multi‑body model‑based adaptive con‑
troller was designed to allow the controller of the vehicle to observe and compensate for disturbances from a tether 
or manipulator. Disturbances, including those from a tether or manipulator, are deduced for the observation of the 
controller. An analysis of a tether disturbance covers the conditions of the surface, the underwater area, and the vehi‑
cle end point. Interactions between the vehicle and manipulator are mainly composed of coupling forces and restor‑
ing moments. To verify the robustness of the controller, path‑following experiments on a streamlined autonomous 
underwater vehicle experiencing various disturbances were conducted in Song Hua Lake in China. Furthermore, 
path‑following experiments for a tethered open frame remote operated vehicle were verified for accurate cruising 
with a controller and an observer, and vehicle and manipulator coordinate motion control during the simulation and 
experiments verified the effectiveness of the controller and observer for underwater operation. This study provides 
instructions for the control of an underwater vehicle experiencing disturbances from a tether or manipulator.
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1 Introduction
Several oceanic operations are essential for marine res-
cue, offshore exploration, and industrial use [1]. Impres-
sive results of highly integrated underwater vehicles have 
been achieved, including the REMUS-100 autonomous 
underwater vehicle (AUV) [2], Bluefin AUV [3], Auto-
sub (AUV) [4], Hugin AUV [5], Seaeye Falcon remote 
operated vehicle (ROV) [6], H2000 ROV of the French 
ECA group, SMD ROV [7], ALIVE I-AUV [8], SAUVIM 
I-AUV [9], and Girona 500 I-AUV [10].

In general, an underwater vehicle is usually designed to 
be positively buoyant to ensure safety. The shapes of such 
vehicles are varied based on their particular purposes 
[11]. For example, an AUV is usually slender and stream-
lined for low resistance and long endurance cruising, 

whereas large and mid-sized ROVs usually have an open 
frame designed for carrying equipment. For underwater 
surveys and operations, precise control is very impor-
tant because the quality of the data obtained and the effi-
ciency during a lengthy operation are highly dependent 
on the type of vehicle control [12]. A considerable num-
ber of studies have been carried out on various control 
strategies. Adaptive control methods, such as adaptive 
PD control [13], adaptive neural network control [14], 
and adaptive sliding control [15] have been proposed for 
the precise control of underwater vehicles and to over-
come uncertainty and external disturbances in the hydro-
dynamic coefficients. However, accurate control of an 
underwater vehicle is difficult when confronted with cur-
rents or disturbances, coupled with nonlinear motions 
from a tether or manipulator [16, 17].

To eliminate control errors and improve the response, 
disturbance modeling and compensation appear to be 
necessary [18], particularly owing to the maneuverability 
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limitation of a propeller [19]. To improve the vertical 
plane response of an AUV, Hsu et  al. [11] modified a 
switching integral control loop based on vertical plane 
modeling, which improves the transient response and 
eliminates steady-state depth errors. Dantas et  al. [18] 
proposed a linear quadratic Gaussian with a loop robust 
controller based on disturbances and a vehicle shape 
filter, which improves the pitch response of an AUV 
and reduces the amplitude of the oscillations. Peymani 
et al. [20] proposed an AUV path-maneuvering control-
ler in which the motion control is reformulated as the 
modeling problem of a constrained multi-body system. 
However, for a torpedo-like AUV cruising under cur-
rent disturbances, dynamic modeling and a cruise con-
trol analysis have been rarely investigated regarding the 
desired control response.

Further, coupled nonlinearities using a tether and 
manipulator to restrain the operation oscillations for 
underwater vehicles have been analyzed. Jordán et  al. 
[21] analyzed the effects of a cable perturbation on the 
control system, and determined that an estimation of 
the force at the attached point on the vehicle can directly 
compensate for the perturbations and provide greater 
ROV maneuverability. Bagheri et  al. [14] developed an 
adaptive neural network controller for the four degrees of 
freedom (DOF) control of an ROV based on the dynamic 
behavior effects of the communication cable. In consid-
eration of the ocean flow, Mario [22] modeled the tether 
dynamics in a quasi-stationary state and presented an 
adaptive control scheme for tether perturbations. Han 
et  al. [23] proposed an optimal proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) merged robust adaptive control for an 
underwater vehicle-manipulator system (UVMS) with 
restoring forces and moment compensation. Mohan et al. 
[24] provided a generalized framework for indirect adap-
tive control of a UVMS, when considering the dynamic 
coupling between the vehicle and manipulator. However, 
the robustness of the controller should be further con-
sidered based on the vehicle dynamics under uncertainty 
and disturbances [25].

Based on a multi-body system concept, in the present 
study, a model was designed based on an adaptive con-
troller. A disturbance model was analyzed, which com-
pensates the dynamics of a finite element tether and 
multi-body underwater vehicle manipulator. The waves 
and current disturbances were taken into consideration 
under different surface and underwater conditions. The 
disturbances from a manipulator on an underwater vehi-
cle were also analyzed with a coupling of the impact and 
restoring (moment) forces. Two experimental cases, i.e., 
open frame and streamlined underwater vehicles, were 
investigated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section  2 describes observer-based adaptive dynamic 
control based on the multi-body dynamic model of an 
underwater vehicle. Disturbance modeling of a vehicle 
with a tether and manipulator is analyzed in Section  3. 
The experiments and simulations conducted are dis-
cussed and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 pro-
vides some concluding remarks.

2  Model‑Based Adaptive Dynamic Control
A typical underwater vehicle includes a vehicle carrier, 
which may be streamlined or open frame. The dynamics 
of a singular vehicle body can be obtained through the 
theorem of momentum [26]:

where m represents the mass, and V and F indicate the 
vector of the velocity of the center of gravity and external 
forces, respectively. For the underwater vehicle conduct-
ing an oceanic operation, a multi-body system composed 
of a flexible neutral buoyancy tether and multiple-joint 
manipulator was considered. The tether is responsible for 
communication and energy supply, whereas the multi-
ple-link manipulator should be available for underwater 
operation. In the multibody construction shown in Fig-
ure  1, the flexible nodes include the flexible tether, sur-
face end, and vehicle end of the tether, whereas the rigid 
nodes include the vehicle and manipulator.

2.1  Kinematics of Multi‑body Nodes of Underwater Vehicle
The coordinates in Figure 1 include the earth coordinates 
∑a, Oa −  XaYaZa, vehicle coordinates ∑v, Ov −  XvYvZv, 
tether coordinates ∑t, Ot  −  XtYtZt, and ith manipula-
tor link coordinates ∑i, Oi  −  XiYiZi. Thus, the coordi-
nate transformation from the earth to the vehicle can be 
expressed as

where c indicates the cosine and s indicates the sine, (xv, 
yv, zv) is the current position of the vehicle relative to the 
earth fixed coordinates, and φ, θ, and ψ represent the roll, 
pitch, and heading angle of the vehicle, respectively.

For the kinematics of an underwater vehicle and rigid 
multi-body system of the manipulator, the angular trans-
formation from the ith link to the (i + 1)th link is

(1)m
dV

dt
= F ,

aTV =







cψcθ cψsθsφ − sψcφ cψsθcφ + sψsφ xv
sψcθ sψsθ sin φ + cψcφ sψsθcφ − cψsφ yv
−sθ cθsφ cθcφ zv
0 0 0 1






,

iRi+1 =





cθi −sθicαi sθisαi
sθi cθicαi −cθisαi
0 sαi cαi



.
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The absolute velocity vector of each node can be 
obtained through forward propagation from the vehicle 
to the ith manipulator joint, and the velocity of the ith 
node of the manipulator can be expressed as

For the kinematics from an underwater vehicle to 
a multi-body tether system, ∑r, Or  −  XrYrZr and ∑o, 
Oo  −  XoYoZo, are set as the tether vehicle end coordi-
nates, and tether surface end coordinates, respectively. 
Moreover, in the tether coordinates ∑t, Ot − XtYtZt, xt is 
tangential to the tether in the increasing arc length direc-
tion, and yt is on the X0Y0 plane. Thus, the relationship 
between the tether frame and vehicle frame is 

where aRv is the angular relationship between the vehicle 
and the earth as indicated in the upper-left part of a 3 × 3 
matrix of aTv, α is the rotation angle of the x0 axis into 
plane XtYt along the z0 axis, and β is the angle between 
planes X0Y0 and XtYt after the new x0 axis rotates coun-
ter-clockwise at π/2 to convert the z0 axis into the zt axis:

(2)V i = V i−1 +W i × ri.

[

xt yt zt
]

=
[

xv yv zv
]

· aRT
v · B(α,β),

B(α,β) =





cαcβ −cαsβ sα
−sαcβ sαsβ cα
−sβ −cβ 0



.

2.2  Dynamics and Control of Multi‑body Underwater 
Vehicle Nodes

The dynamics of an underwater vehicle can be expressed 
through the following equation:

where M(q) is the mass, added mass, and inertial matrix 
of the underwater vehicle, q is the vehicle position vec-
tor in the earth fixed coordinate, C(q̇) is the centripetal 
matrix and Coriolis, D(q̇)q̇ indicates the viscous damp-
ing forces, G(q) is the summation of the gravitational 
and buoyancy forces, τ denotes the control forces, and 
τdis includes the disturbances from the manipulator 
and tether on the underwater vehicle.  According to the 
dynamic model of Eq. (3), the designed adaptive dynamic 
control method can be expressed as

where S= 2I/[(I + exp(−K Pq̃ − K dq̃))− I] is set as 
the kinematics controller, I = [1 1 1 1 1  1]T, q̃ = qd − q 
is an input error, ˙̃q is the rate of error change, and Kd and 
Kp are the derivative and proportional gains, respectively. 
The sigmoid-function controller in Figure  2(a) indicates 
the idea of fuzzy control with control commands loosely 
considered when the deviation is comparatively large, 
where the control commands are strictly treated when 
the deviation is comparatively small [27]. The sliding 
surface of Kssgn(S) is further employed to improve the 
controller robustness under consideration of dynamic 
uncertainties, and Ks is the matrix of the gains. Therefore, 
the designed model-based adaptive dynamic controller 
not only possesses the same convergence characteristic of 
a sigmoid-function kinematics controller, but can com-
pensate for any disturbances according to the dynamic 
model.

2.3  Controller Stability Analysis
Because

a positive definite Lyapunov function is defined as 
follows:

(3)M(q)q̈ + C(q̇)q̇ +D(q̇)q̇ + G(q) = τdis + τ ,

(4)
τ = M(q)[q̈d + S] + C(q̇)q̇ +D(q̇)q̇

+ G(q)+ τ̂dis(t)− K ssgn(S).

(5)

2I

I + exp(−K pq̃ − K d
˙̃q)

− I

=
I − exp(−K pq̃ − K d

˙̃q)

I + exp(−K pq̃ − K d
˙̃q)

= tanh

(

K pq̃ + K d
˙̃q

2

)

=
K pq̃ + K d

˙̃q

2
+

(K pq̃ + K d
˙̃q)3

24

+
(K pq̃ + K d

˙̃q)5

240
+ o

(

(K pq̃ + K d
˙̃q)5

)

,

Figure 1 Nodes construction for an underwater vehicle
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where ɛ is a positive constant such that ɛ∈(0, λmin{Kρ}), 
λmin is the minimum eigenvalue of matrix Kp. Thus, for 
any nonzero vector U ∈ Rn, we obtain

This means that the matrix (Kp − ɛI) is symmetric posi-
tive definite. The matrix Kd is symmetric positive definite, 
and with constant ɛ > 0, we obtain

For the control input vector in Eq. (4) M̂(q)q̈ is substi-
tuted by Eq. (7) for underwater vehicle dynamics:

where M̂(q) is a positive definite matrix. Because M̂(q) is 
a positive definite matrix, Eq. (7) can be reduced to

where ¨̃q = q̈d − q̈ is the acceleration error, and therefore

(6)
V (q̃, ˙̃q) =

1

2

[

˙̃q + εq̃
]T[

˙̃q + εq̃
]

+
1

2
q̃T

[

K d + εK p − ε2I
]

q̃,

UT
�min

{

K p

}

U > UTεU , i.e.,UT(K p − εI)U > 0.

[

K d + εK p − ε2I
]

> 0.

(7)

M̂(q)q̈ = M̂(q)

[

q̈d +
2I

(I + exp(−K pq̃ − K d
˙̃q))

− I

]

,

¨̃q + 2I
/

(I + exp(−K pq̃ − K d
˙̃q))− I = 0,

(8)
d

dt

[

q̃
˙̃q

]

=

[

˙̃q

− 2I

(I+exp(−K pq̃−K d
˙̃q))

+ I

]

.

Using Eq.  (5), Eq.  (8) can be linearized into Eq.  (9) 
through a certain period of control time:

Furthermore, the Lyapunov function V (q̃, ˙̃q) is differenti-
ated with respect to time as

Because the matrices Kp −  ɛI and Kd are symmetric 
positive definite matrices, V̇

(

q̃T, ˙̃q
T
)

 in Eq. (10) is glob-
ally negative definite. From Lyapunov’s stability theorem, 
the equilibrium point 

[

q̃T ˙̃q
T
]T

= 0 ∈ R2×6 is globally 
uniformly asymptotically stable, i.e.,

Therefore, the control errors converge to zero 
asymptotically.

3  Disturbance Analysis and Estimation
3.1  Disturbance Analysis for Manipulator
The manipulator disturbance on a vehicle includes the 
restoring and coupling forces. The restoring forces are 
caused from changes in gravity and buoyancy center dur-
ing a manipulation, whereas a coupling force is caused 
from the coupling motion between the vehicle and 
manipulator.

The restoring forces can be expressed as

(9)
d

dt

[

q̃
˙̃q

]

=

[

0 I
−K d −K p

][

q̃
˙̃q

]

.

(10)

V̇
(

q̃T, ˙̃q
T
)

= ˙̃q
T
¨̃q + ˙̃q

T[

K p + εK d

]

q̃ + ε ˙̃q
T
˙̃q + ε ¨̃q

T
q̃

= −

[

q̃
˙̃q

]T[

εK d 0

0 K p − εI

][

q̃
˙̃q

]

.

(11)lim q̃(t)
t→∞

= 0, lim ˙̃q(t)
t→∞

= 0.

Figure 2 Model based adaptive dynamic controller
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(12)G(q) =









V f Vg + V f VB +
n
�

i=1

(V f ig +
V f iB)

V rVg × V f Vg + V rVB × 0f VB +
n
�

i=1

(V rig ×
V f ig +

V riB × V f iB)









,

According to Figure  1, the node construction of a 
tether includes the surface node, flexible tether, and vehi-
cle end node. For the surface node of a tethered ship end, 
the drag force T0 can be decomposed into H0x, H0y, and 
V0 of the three axes at point O0.

For the ith micro unit length of a tether in the air, if we 
set ζi as the stretched horizontal length of the tether, and 
ξi as the tether height out of the water, we have

where Ti and Ti+1 are the two tension forces at the two 
ends of the ith micro unit length, Fi,wind is the wind effect 
force on the ith micro unit length tether in the local 
frame [xt, yt, zt], Cwind is the drag coefficient in the air, 
vwind is the wind velocity relative to the tether, and for the 
local wind velocity above the sea surface [29], |vi,wind| = 
[v10(d1 − ξiw)/10]1/7, and d1 is the tether height above the 
water from O0 to the water plane.

Similarly, for the tether in the water,

where Tj and Tj+1 are the tether tension forces at the 
two ends of the jth micro unit, Fj,water is the current dis-
turbance on the jth micro unit length of the tether in 
the local frame [xt, yt, zt], and vj,rel is the relative velocity 
between the water and jth unit tether.

For the ROV end of the tether, the tether tension force 
TR at point R can be decomposed into horizontal forces 
FRx and FRy, and the vertical force VR.

Therefore, the tether tension force in the local frame 
[xt, yt, zt] can be calculated as

where ai =  [ai,Hx ai,Hy ai,V] and aj =  [ajHx aj,Hy aj,V] are 
the corresponding horizontal and vertical accelerations 

(16)















Ti+1
dζi
ds

− T i
dζi
ds

+ Fi,wind = m dvit
dt

dζi
ds
,

T i
dξi
ds

− Ti+1
dξi
ds

− At ρt g = m dvit
dt

dξi
ds
,

Fi,wind = 1
2
dξi CwindρairAt

�

�vi,wind
�

�vi,wind.

(17)



















Tj+1
dζj
dp

− T j
dζj
dp

+ Fj,water = m
dvjt
dt

dζj
dp

,

T j
dξj
dp

− Tj+1
dξj
dp

− (ρt − ρw)Ag = m
dvjt
dt

dξj
dp

,

F j,water =
1
2
dξ Cw ρwA

�

�vj,rel
�

� vj,rel,

TR ·HT(ϕ, θ ,ψ) · B(α,β)+ Fwind + Fwater −
[

0 0 Wt

]

− T 0 ·H(ϕ, θ ,ψ)HT(ϕ, θ ,ψ) · B(α,β)

=

∫ sur

Oc

mai +

∫ R

sur

maj ,

where V f ig and V f iB represent the restoring forces of 
the ith link; V f Vg  and V f VB  are the restoring forces of an 
underwater vehicle; V rVg  and V rVB  are the underwater 
vehicle gravity and buoyancy center positions vectors, 
respectively; and V rig and V riB are the ith link gravity and 
buoyancy center position vectors, respectively.

In contrast, the coupling force and moment between 
the vehicle and manipulator can be backwardly deduced 
through the following:

Here, ifi,i−1 and ini,i−1 are the constraint reaction forces 
from the ith link to the (i − 1)th link, iri = [αidisαidicαi]T 
is the ith revolt joint vector, irci =  [αcidcisαidcicαi]T rep-
resents the geometric center of the ith link, and iFi,i and 
iMi,i are the hydraulic force and moment vectors exerted 
on the ith link, respectively. The hydrodynamic effects 
include the added mass forces and viscous damping.

Therefore, a manipulator disturbance on a vehicle is a 
summation of the restoring and coupling forces.

3.2  Disturbance from Tether
For a tether and hybrid flexible and rigid multi-body sys-
tem of a vehicle, the applied disturbance forces from the 
tether exerted on an underwater vehicle can be obtained 
as the drag forces from the tether. Differing from the 
analysis in Section 3.1, the dynamics of a flexible tether in 
a fluid can be deduced through a finite element lumped 
mass model [28]:

where mt is the lump mass per unit of length, s is the arc 
length of the tether, T is the tension force, a is the inertial 
acceleration, Ffluid is the hydrodynamic force per unit of 
length, ρw is the density of sea water, ρt is the density of 
the tether, g is the gravitational acceleration, and At is the 
cross-sectional area of the tether.

(13)



















if i,i−1 = if i+1,i −
if ∗i −

iF i,i ,
ini,i−1 = ini+1,i +

irci ×
if i,i−1 + (iri −

irci)× (if i+1,i +
iF i,i)

− in∗i −
iMi,i ,

i−1f i,i−1 = i−1Ri
if i,i−1,

i−1ni,i−1 = i−1Ri
ini,i−1.

τdis =

















V f Vg + V f V
B
+

4
�

i=1

(V f ig +
V f i

B
)+V f 1,V

V rVg × V f Vg + V rV
B
× 0f V

B

+

4
�

i=1

(V rig ×
V f ig +

V riB × V f iB)+
Vn1,V

















.

(15)mta = (ρt − ρw)Atg + Ffluid +
∂T

∂s
,
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of the micro units tethered in air and water, respec-
tively. Therefore, a tether induced disturbance at position 
rt = [rtxrtyrtz] of the tow point in the ROV end frame is

4  Simulations and Experiments
4.1  Case Study 1, Streamline Underwater Vehicle
An integrated and AUV was applied for cruising experi-
ments (see Figure 3). The cruising, diving, and yawing of 
the AUV were realized using a propeller, a pair of rud-
ders, and wings. Navigation and position reckoning 
were realized using a magnetic compass, depth gauge, 
and Doppler velocity meter (DVL). The vehicle size and 
inertial and hydrodynamic parameters are illustrated in 
Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Cruising experiments in the vertical and horizontal 
planes were conducted in Songhua Lake of Jilin Prov-
ince, China. In the experiments on the vertical plane, 
the desired depths were 3, 15, and 30  m in sequence. 
The disturbances were obtained using a current sensor. 
Through control of the horizontal fins, the vehicle was 
able to follow the desired change in depth accurately 
using a designed adaptive controller. The desired path 
during the experiments on the horizontal plane is illus-
trated in Figure  4(e), the coordinates of the start point 
are (836, −  194), whereas the coordinates of the end 
point are (475, −  164). As the experiments indicated, 
the designed adaptive controller can realize a precise 

(18)

τdisturb = rt × TR =





rtyVR − rtzFRy
rtzFRx − rtxVR

rtxFRy − rtyFRx



 =





τdisturbx
τdisturby
τdisturbz



.

path following a disturbance. Therefore, it can be further 
applied to the coordinate control of a streamlined vehicle 
and manipulator.

For the vehicle and manipulator coordinate simula-
tions, the streamlined vehicle-manipulator system was 
remodeled and equipped with a manipulator model using 
MATLAB. The system includes a 6-DOF streamline 
underwater vehicle and a 4-DOF manipulator. During 
the simulation, the vehicle was equipped with one main 
thruster, two side thrusters, and four vertical thrusters 
for attitude and position control. The parameters of the 
manipulator are provided in Tables 3 and 4. The rotation 
angles of the joints are defined as θ1, θ2, θ3, and θ4, from 
the base joint to the wrist. The manipulation process is 
controlled through the adaptive controller described in 
Section 2. The disturbances from the coupling and restor-
ing forces were observed based on the real-time position 
and attitude of the vehicle and manipulator.

During the simulation shown in Figure  5, the vehicle 
and manipulator system completed the planned manipu-
lation process. For the first 300 s, the end-effector moved 
downward from the preliminary position, and it was 
planned to move upward along the XOZ plane during the 
second 300  s, and upward along the YOZ plane during 
the final 300  s. Disturbances including coupling forces 
and restoring moments were observed and compensated. 
The manipulator moved smoothly downward along the 
desired trajectory. The manipulator then moved upward 
and back. The manipulation process was realized in a 
precise and successful manner.

4.2  Case Study 2, Open Frame Underwater Vehicle
The experimental platform of the open frame under-
water vehicle (SY-II ROV) is shown in Figure  6. It was 
equipped with a depth gauge, DVL, and magnetic com-
pass as motion sensors, and six thrusters, including two 
main thrusters, two lateral thrusters, and two verti-
cal thrusters, as the propulsion system. Data and power 
were transmitted through a neutrally buoyant tether. The 
parameters of its tether, hydrodynamics, and inertia are 
illustrated in Tables 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

The experiments were conducted in a 
50 m × 30 m × 10 m tank. Wave and local current gen-
eration devices (see Figure  6) were applied to analyze 
the tether effect. These devices can generate waves and a 

Figure 3 Portable streamline AUV

Table 1 Inertial parameters

Mass (kg) Length (m) Max diameter (m) Inertia (N ·m · s2)

Ix Iy Iz

113 2.1 0.35 1.27 38.3 38.3

Table 2 Hydrodynamic dimensionless coefficients

Xu̇ Yv̇ Zẇ Kṗ Mq̇ Nṙ

− 0.02 − 0.011 − 0.011 0 − 0.019 − 0.019

Xuu Yvv Zww Kpp Mqq Nrr

− 0.004 − 0.055 − 0.055 0 − 0.001 − 0.001
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current from a wave generator to a wave beach with ori-
entations of approximately 300° according to the vehicle’s 
magnetic compass. To simulate disturbances in a com-
plex oceanic environment, we not only set the current 
speed to 0.1 m/s, but also generated an irregular Jonswat 
spectrum wave.

During the position control experiment shown in Fig-
ures 7(a)‒(e), the motion states of SY-II ROV (u, v, w, p, q, 
r, φ, θ, and ψ) were measured using a DVL, depth gauge, 
and magnetic compass. During the control operation, the 
target position was (0, − 12, 5), and the tether-immersed 

Figure 4 Path following experiments

Table 3 Size parameters of the manipulator

Manipulator link i 1 2 3 4

Link length l/mm 0 25 268.5 41

Distance between the links d/mm 0 157 0 281

Angular displacement limits θlim/(◦) [−15◦ , 15◦] [−159.6◦ , 11.4◦] [−90◦ , 90◦] [0◦ , 360◦]

Table 4 Parameters of the manipulator swing and pitch joints

Weight (N) Buoyancy (N) Inertia (N·m·s2)

Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Ixz Iyz

Link 1 26.4 7.91 0.058 0.066 0.016 0.002 − 0.01 0.016

Link 2 30.5 8.15 0.009 0.013 0.136 0.017 0.001 0

Link 3 30 7.56 0.067 0.005 0.066 0 0 0
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Figure 5 Simulation of vehicle and manipulator coordination
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part was lengthening along with SY-II ROV in advance. 
The observed disturbance force FRx increased until the 
lateral position was close to − 12 N, when the SY-II ROV 
head was pointing at the target position, i.e., 210°. After 
the SY-II ROV regulated its heading and shifted longitu-
dinally toward the target, the observed disturbance forces 
FRy and VR increased. The designed adaptive dynamic 
controller operated better at a reduced longitudinal off-
set than the controller with a sigmoid-function owing to 
a more effective heading control.

Along the 3D path following the experiments shown in 
Figure  6(e), the tracking errors of the sigmoid-function 

controller were unacceptable, whereas the designed 
adaptive dynamic controller followed the desired path 
with errors of less than ± 2 m.

To analyze the disturbance from a manipulator, a three-
function and 2 DOF manipulator was equipped on the 
SY-II ROV (see Figure  8), the correlated parameters of 
which are illustrated in Table  8. When considering the 
weight and electrical loading capacity, the manipulator 
had two DOFs in terms of pitch. In the tank experiments 
shown in Figure 9, the shoulder and elbow joints rolled 
simultaneously and individually, whereas the SY-II ROV 
maintained its attitude and position using the designed 

Figure 6 SY‑II ROV and tank

Table 5 Tethered cable parameters

Item Density
ρt/(kg·m−3)

Drag coefficient  (m−1) Elasticity modulus
E/GPa

End position (m) Infinitesimal
dt/m

Length Ltotal/m

Cxt Cyt Czt rtx rty rtz

Value 1000 0.01 1.2 1.2 200 0.48 0 0 10−2 300

Table 6 Inertial parameters of SY‑II ROV platform

Mass m/kg Inertia (N·m2)

Ix Iy Iz Ixy Ixz Ixz

111.9 97.3 26.1 56.8 0 0 0

Table 7 Hydrodynamic parameters of SY‑II ROV platform

Dimensionless coefficient x y z r q p

First order terms 27.65 47.26 44.86 62.63 57.55 141.33
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adaptive controller. This type of control is very important 
for high-efficiency hovering manipulation during remote 
operation or autonomous mode. During the experiments, 
the angular velocities of the joints were set to 0.35 rad/s. 
The starting acceleration of each joint was 1 rad/s2. Dis-
turbances from the manipulator revealed that the cou-
pling forces increased suddenly at the joint acceleration 
moment, whereas the restoring forces maintained a 
steady state with the manipulator pitching at a uniform 
speed. The designed model-based adaptive controller 
can estimate the disturbances from the manipulator and 
compensate for them concurrently, whereas the S surface 
controller compensates the vehicle motion according 
to the deviations. Therefore, the designed model-based 
adaptive controller could obtain steadier and accurate 
vehicle motions for time-varying disturbances during the 
experiments.

Figure 7 Position control experiments during disturbances to SY‑II ROV

Figure 8 Manipulator and its added mass

Table 8 Parameters of the manipulator

Length 
of the 
upper 
arm (m)

Weight 
of the 
upper 
arm (kg)

Diameter 
of the 
upper 
arm 
(mm)

Length 
of the 
forearm 
(m)

Weight 
of the 
forearm 
(kg)

Diam‑
eter of the 
forearm 
(mm)

0.366 4.5 54 0.292 4 54
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5  Conclusions
(1) A model-based adaptive controller was designed 

based on the multi-body system of a vehicle, tether, 
and manipulator. In the dynamic model, the control-
ler can observe and compensate disturbances from 
the tether and manipulator and thus realize accurate 
operation control.

(2) An analysis of the tether disturbance was conducted 
considering three aspects: the surface section, under-
water section, and vehicle end point. The disturbance 
effects mainly included coupling forces, and the 
restoring moments from the manipulator to the vehi-
cle were investigated.

Figure 9 Coordinate control experiments of SY‑II ROV and its manipulator
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(3) The experiments on an ROV with a tether veri-
fied the capability of the controller and observer to 
achieve accurate cruising, whereas the vehicle and 
manipulator coordinate motion control used during 
the simulation and experiments verified the under-
water operation of the controller and observer.
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